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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE

Develop software tools that can assist in making decisions in real time environ-
ments involving incomplete and uncertain data. Explore ways to incorporate artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques into such tools. Focus on support of naturalistic human
decision making strategies.

RESULTS

A tool called Situation Assessment By Explanation-based Reasoning (SABER) has
been developed to function as one part of a decision support system. SABER makes
use of an Explanation-Based Reasoning (EBR) technique to construct and evaluate
explanations that account for data which may be incomplete or uncertain. The tool is
capable of real time operations, is easily modifiable by domain experts who are not
computer experts, and can present a variety of informational displays as desired by
users.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. SABER needs to be tested with domain experts to help refine the user inter-
face and to better explore how it can be of most benefit to users

2. Forthcoming research results from other participants needs to be incorporated in
terms of deciding how to best handle the format and timing of displays.

3. Interactions need to be worked out with other tools to be used in the overall
decision support system.
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INTRODUCTION

A computer tool called Situation Assessment By Explanation-based Reasoning
(SABER) is being developed to assist naval decision makers involved in real-time,
tactical, decision-making situations. The SABER work is being done as part of the
Tactical Decision Making Under Stress (TADMUS) project, funded by the Office of
Naval Technology. SABER makes use of an Explanation-Based Reasoning (EBR)
technique to analyze data and interact with users.

Problems arise in tactical situations when data needed for decisions are incomplete
or uncertain, and the overall volume of potentially relevant data is high. These charac-
teristics cause problems for human decision makers, and the problems are exacerbated
when there are severe time constraints.

The problems are of two basic types: (1) there are difficulties in being able to
process the available information quickly enough, and (2) there can be problems with
cognitive difficulties. While it is a straightforward proposition that computers can assist
in processing data quickly, there has been little work in the area of directly using com-
puters to assist in overcoming cognitive problems.

The TADMUS project is generally concerned with exploring the kinds of biases or
other cognitive problems that arise in ta, tical situations, and xhith trying to find ways
of overcoming such problems. The two basic areas being looked at as sources of im-
provement are in training and in computer decision-support systems. The SABER work
is specifically focused on producing a decision support tool to improve the human deci-
sion-making process. It is not intended to replace the decision-making processes of the
human decision makers. Improvement is looked for in terms of being able to provide
desired information at key times to counteract undesirable cognitive processing
patterns.

Other work in the TADMUS project is involved with identifying particular cognitive
decision-making problems, and with determining the precise kinds of situations that
bring such problems into play. The information generated from that research will be
used, in part, to determine how to make best use of tools like SABER.

A key element of the problem area involved in the SABER work is that it is neces-
sary for people to handle reasoning with uncertainty in time-constrained situations.
These are situations when there may not be correct a decision, but it is desirable to
achieve as good a decision because the consequences )f mistakes can be serious. The
SABER tool is expected to assist in the decision-maki , by supplying some of the rea-
soning at a much faster rate than humans can do. It is also expected that, as a result
of using the EBR approach, the tool can structure interactions with users in ways that
can overcome some of the problems associated with cognitive biases. In addition, a
major emphasis has been put on developing a tool that can have its database and
actual results easily modified by decision makers who may not be experts either with
computers or mathematics.

The SABER tool models one of the strategies that people use themselves in reason-
ing with uncertain or incomplete data. The initial impetus behind this work was to
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implement a version of the EBR technique as a means for reasoning with uncertainty
(Pratt, 1987). The EBR approach is justified both because it can function in a variety
of well-defined decision-making situations, and because it reflects human decision-
making processes in those situations. SABER is expected to interact through a black-
board architecture with other decision-support tools that will comprise a complete
decision-support system.

BACKGROUND

There are often suggestions when things go wrong in technological fields ýhat
human error is the underlying cause of the problems. That kind of determination is
reinforced by research that indicates that people are prone to make a wide variety of
incorrect decisions, with suggestions then arising that perhaps computers can be used
to supply more analytical approaches that will overcome the weaker heuristic methods
used by humans (Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982).

There has been a more recent trend, however, suggesting that it is quite likely
that system design itself often leads to a kind of inevitability of failure at some point,
where the root cause of the failure lies in the system rather than in the human users
(Perrow, 1984; Norman, 1988). It is also being questioned whether the human decision-
making process, in general, is as flawed as some of the research on biases and the like
has suggested (Hammond, et al., 1987). A resulting general conclusion is that, humans
probably do a good job of decision making which can possibly be made better by de-
signing better systems. The quality of decision making is thought to be particularly
high among expert decision makers. Nonetheless, it is believed that some kinds of cog-
nitive biases, or other problems of human cognitions, do arise in a variety of decision-
making situations. The SABER work is aimed at trying to support the decision-making
process by providing information, together with some preliminary analysis, in a way
that can overcome potential cognitive difficulties.

A variety of approaches are possible in the use of computers to support decision
makers. One approach is to have the computer use methods that claim to have formal
validity, but do not claim to be related to ways in which humans solve problems them-
selves. Another approach is to not try to use the computer as a reasoning device at all,
but instead, to manipulate the computer's abilities to present data through a graphical
user interface as a means of influencing the human decisions. A third approach is to
model the way that the computer reasons after the manner that humans are thought to
reason. Of course, there are various hybrid approaL'ies, but we discuss these as sepa-
rate approaches to highlight critical features of each.

The more formal approacht s tend to rely on extensive calculations designed to
arrive at optimal solutions. Recent work has particularly focused on the use of prob-
abilities, using either a Bayesian approach (Charniak, 1991) or the Dempster-Shafer
theory (Shafer, 1976). While use of these methods has been quite fruitful, there are
two prob~ems that bear directly on the goals of the SABER work. First, these formal
approacbh ,s tend to require at least exponential time so that the real value of the
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approaches i3 in situations where time is not an esscntial constraint. Second, although
proponents of these approaches have made strides in making their resulting tools easy
to use, it does riot ;ippear that a true layman could successfully set up or modify such
systems without expert assistance. The chief advantage of these approaches is that the
end result will be, in some sense, optimal when given sufficient time.

"The second approach is basically a man-machine interface (MM!). An advantage of
this approach is that the..re is little extra computation time since the pure approach is
only looking at ways to manipulate the interface. There may still be time problems,
however, if an interface requires a lot of complicated graphics presentations. A draw-
back is that the full potential for computers to be of assistance is not going to be real-
"ized if no use is made of computer reasoning techniques. Of course, a lot of the
current work involved with human-computer interfaces takes a hybrid approach by
building some kinds of artificial intelligence into the interface.

The modeling approach has the following possible benefits: (1) people may be able
to work more easily with systems that use their own natural reasoning strategies, (2)
the computer itseff is not subject to the kinds of biases that humans are subject to
except as those biases may be encoded in programs, and (3) the modeling of human
reasoning using a computer can lead to insights about the human reasoning process.
Among the techniques that can be classified as modeling are case-based reasoning
(Kolodner, 1991), and explanation-based generalization (Mitchell, Keller & Kedar-
Cabelli, 1986).

Depending on the process being modeled, tools using the modeling approach can be
even slower than those using the formal approaches. The SABER work however has
focused on a heuristic strategy that has been implemented °',- a linear time program.

The relative strength of the SABER approach compared to the formal or MMI
approaches can be assessed along three dimensions: computational speed, optimality of
results, and ease of use. Because SABER operates in linear time, it is faster than
typical tools using the formal approaches. It is likely to bre somewhat slower than many
of the tools using a strict MMi approach, since those tools typically do not do any
analysis of data.

On the dimension of optimality, SABER will not prcduce results that have the same
degree of precision as can be done with the formal approach. The MIMI approach is
low on the scale of optimality in the sense that it does not make use of the computer
itself to compute any optimal results.

In general, it appears that tools based on the modrling approach are easier to engi-
neer for ease of use, including user modifications, than tools based on the formal
approach. Thus, tools using the formal approach usually cannot be modified unless thui
user understands the underlying probability or other theory, whereas, the underlying
theories in tools using the modeling approach will tend to be intuitively understood by
a wide range of users. Tools using the pure MMI approach usually focus on interface
changes that are not modifiable by users at all.
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This discussion is not intended to suggest that the modeling approach is better than
the other approacnes. What is suggested is simply that each of the approaches ha:, its
own strengths and weaknesses, and that further study is needed to determine precise
circumstances that call for the use of one or another of those approaches.

Similarly, the EBR strategy is not proposed as the only human heuristic strategy
that can be modeled in efforts to construct decision support systems. It is recognized
that other strategies are used and that support for them is desirable. Other strategies
such as recognition-primed decision making are being exrlored by other researchers in
the TADMUS project (Klein, 1989).

In addition to these arguments about the possible strengths of tools based on a
modeling approach, it can be noted that there are also recent suggestions in the litera-
tur th&,at in some areas it may actually be a necessity for tools to model users' cogni-
tive behaviors (Smith & Lasman, 1992). The goal is to improve a user's performance
at an open-ended kind of task, the tool can only accomplish the goal if it can model
the user's ,-nderlying cognitive behavior. Open-endedness arises in our situations due to
the possible presence of ambiguous data.

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

The basic problem addressed by th~s work is to try to improve the decision making
processes of people who must make time-constrained decisions based on incomplete
and uncertain information. To be useful in such situations, tools must not only try to
perform some useful analysis, but must also te able to operate in real time.

Besides being able to reason with uncertainty in real time, decision-support tools
should be clearly understood by the users. Problems arise with these tools when users
do not see what the tool is intend.;d to do and how it does it.

A related problem to be guarded against is to ensure that this kind of tool is not
seen by human users as a decision-making entity in itself, but rather as only an aid to
forming their own decisions. Thus, in reasoning with uncertainty we believe it is impor-
tant that the user understands that the decision-support tool does not necessarily reach
correct conclusions, and that the user understands in what ways the tool's analysis can
be incorrect.

Another related problem involves the modifiability of the tool. Here again, failure
to understand the tool can cause problems with the user's ability to modify the tool in
desirable ways. The inability to modify the tool can lead, in turn, to problems in main-
taining the usability of the tool. The SABER work has attempted to deal with this kind
of problem by enabling users to make changes in virtually every aspect of the under-
lying knowledge base. Changes are made by having users make choices based on
natural language cues rather than on numeirical cues.
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EXPLANATION-BASED REASONING

There is evidence that in some decision-making situations, people will consider
alternative explanations that can account for a given set of data, arid will base a
decision of the most likely cause of the data by assessing the relative strengths of the
explanations (Pennington & Hastie, 1988). The strength of an explanation is based on
judgments about the explanation's plausibility. An explanation in this framework is
simply a causal model that incorporates all available data into a coherent structure that
supports one of the possible decision outcomes.

SABER makes use of related ideas first explored by Hirst (1988). The tool begins
, •by constructing a set of explanations pointing to different conclusions. Explanations are

then evaluated according to three primary criteria: simplicity, completeness, and data
significance. Taken together, those criteria constitute SABER's measure of plausibility.

Data significance is considered through a weighting scheme. Each type of data is
weighted so that the relative importance of different kinds of data can be considered.
Two other kinds of weights are also considered. First, when contradictory data are
involved, weights assigned to the different assumptions used for explaining contradic-
tiors are used to indicate the strength of the user's belief in the assumptions. Second,
when certain kinds of data are expected to occur in support of a given conclusion, but
have not been observed, negative weights are applied to decrease the degree of belief
in that conclusion.

In applying the plausibility criteria, the different explanations are first evaluated by
looking for the simplest explanation. Here, preference is given to explanations that do
not require elaborate reasoning to explain the presence of data that contradict a given
conclusion. For instance, when all available data point to the same conclusion, SABER
will normally pick the explanation for that conclusion as the most likely. However, the
tool will construct explanations for the other possible conclusions even in that case.
Second, SABER looks at how completely a given explanation directly accounts for all
available data. In general, if two piecc of data are accounted for by explanation A,
and only one piece is accounted for by explanadon B, explanation A will be ranked
more highly. Lastly, the tool accounts for the differing significance of various pieces of
data. For instance, a visual identification of an aircraft may carry more weight than
some electronic indications that point to other identifications. Figure 1 illustrates how
simplicity and completeness are used.

In addition to those three plausibility criteria, SABER takes into account direct user
input in determining the relative strength of the explanations. Thus, users can specify
which explanations are most plausible in particular situations, and SABER will use that
input in making future determinations.

Before SABER can construct the explanations, a set of possible conclusions and a
set of possible kinds of input data must be specified. Each specific kind of data is
expected to directly support reaching only one of the possible conclusions. The repre-
sentation of each data type is itself a set of explanations. The primary explanation
associated with a data item indicates how the given kind of data supports one
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Database

Possible data items: D ecdy poin s to:

item 1 outcome A
item 2 outcome B
item 3 outcome B
item 4 outcome B
iuu'n 5 outcome A

Observations at time TI
Ordered conduusloau Simplidty

An explanation justifying
outcome A outcome B must rely on

item 5 -the use of built-inSoutcome B assumptions to explain
away item 5. An
explanation for outcome A
is preferred, then, because
itis simpler.

Observations at time T2
Ordered conclutions Completeness

Built-in conclusions

itemoutcome B must be used to explain

ite 3 either conclusion, since
outcome A there are contradictory

data. Outcome B is
preferred because more
data directly points to it.

Figure 1. Explanation evaluation criteria.

particular conclusion by default. Alternative explanations are attached to each data
item to ndicate the assumptions that could be used to override the default conclusion.
See figure 2 for an illustrative representation of a typical data item.

When several kinds of data are present, the individual explanations for each par-
ticular piece of data are combined into larger explanatory structures. A larger structure
contains separate explanations for each possible conclusion. That structure can then be
shown to the user in a variety of ways. Each separate conclusion is explained by pre-
senting (1) the data items that directly support that conclusion, (2) an indication of the
strength of the conclusion, and (3) list of the assumptions that, !n be used to account
for the presence of contradictory data., ne strength of the most plausible conclusion is
indicated by assigning the conclusion one of the following confidence levels: confirmed,
probable or possible. Where data are contradictory, the explanation gives assumptions
that can be used in determining which one of the possible conclusions should be pre-
ferred. (See figure 3.) Assumptions are given their own fuzzy confidence levels, and
those levels can be directly modified by the user. SABER uses both the presence and
the absence of certain types of data in constructing explanations.
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Data type: friendly radar signal

Weight 48

Directly supports: conclusion that aircraft is friendly.

Reason: friendly radar signals are readily recognized and
are expected from friendly aircraft.

Assumptions to support contrary conclusions:

Aircraft could be hostile if:
Hostile aircraft has the capability to mimic
friendly radar, or
Radar signal was incorrectly identified due to
poor detection conditions.

Aircraft could be neutral if:
Radar signal was incorrectly identified due to
poor detection conditions.

Figure 2. Representation of a data type.

Scenario

data Item 1 data Item 2

outcome A - default outcome B - default

outcome B if: outcome A It:
assumption 1, and assumption 3, or
assumption 2 assumption 4

ecplanatlon 1 eplanation 2

outcome A correct because: outcome B correct because:

directly supported by Item 1, drectly supported by item 2,
3 or 4 Is assumed 1 and 2 are assumed

Figure 3. Generation of combined explanations.
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SABER has been generalized so that it can construct explanations in any scenario
that involves a fixed set of possible kinds of input data and a fixed sct of possible
conclusions. The primary domain looked at is one in which a user needs to determine
whether a given aircraft is friendly, neutral, or hostile based on a set of input indica-
tors, such as, radar or visual identifications. A related possible domain is to determine
the type of an aircraft.

USER MODIFICATIONS

In addition to the basic decision-making problem, the SABER work is aimed at pro-
ducing a tool that will not readily become obsolete. A problem with some knowledge-
based tocls results from the fact that they are developed with a specific problem in
mind and that they t a specific source of expertise. Obsolescence can result from
changes in the nature of the problem or from the expertise becoming outdated. SABER

designed to be useful in a variety of decision-making situations, and to be easily
,odified by the end user to add new knowledge or modify existing knowledge.

For the most part, user modifications are intended to be made offline, at times
when SABER is not in active use as a decision aid. Thus, it is not believed to be
generally appropriate to try to make significant changes in the tooi's reasoning or dita-
base at times when quick responsiveness is critical.

Users can directly change the evaluations of explanations in three ways. First, users
are given the option of specifying which conclusion should be given the highest ranking
for any set of possible input items. SABER will then let the user know how the weights
given to the data items can be changed to achieve the desired result. In this way, users
are allowed to effectively train the tool to reach correct conclusions. Users are nor
asked to directly specify the weight changes, and are not expected to ktow the inner
workings of the weighting system. The user simply specifies which conclusion t2 favor
and the class of weights to change.

Over a period of time, the overall sct of weights is expected to settle so that the
tool will always generate preferred conclusions according to an extended test set of
situations evaluated by expert users. The idea is somewhat like what is done in neural
nets, since here an entire set of internal weights may be changed each time a user
indicates that the tool has not reeched a desired conclusion, and the weignts are
expected to reach a near optimal settirig. It is expected that the desired setting will be
achieved due to anticipated consistency in the expert use of data items to support con-
clusions. If there is no such consistercy, then the resusts will point to specific problems
in this particular decision-making process that will warrant further study.

A second option is for the user to change just the confidence level associated with
the preferred explanation of a given set of input data. Here again, ý,eights will be
changed to achieve the desired result so that a kind of training takes pla:c. Changes in
the confidence level do not affect the choice of the preferred explanation.

Third, users can affect the results by changing the treatment of tne assumptions
that are used to explain the presence of contradictory data. Fo; instance, SA3ER might
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conclude that the best explanation points to a conclusion that an aircraft is hostile even
tnough a signal from the aircraft indicatcs it is friendly. The explanation of the hostile
conclusion might indicate that the friendly signal is assumed to be falsely generated by
a hostile aircraft. If the user does not believe a hostile aircraft could be imitating the
friendly signal, the user can override that part of the hostile explanation. All of the
explanations will then be re-evaluated, and the result may be that the preferred
explanation will then suggest a friendly aircraft. This method is the only one of these
three intended for use while SABER is in active use, and then, only as time might
permit the examination of alternative assumptions.

There are also two indirect ways in which the user can influence the evaluations.
One way is by directly editing the assumptions that are used to explain contradi.Lory
data. Users can examine the assumptions associated with a given datum and add to or
delete from the list of assumptions. I11 addition, users can directly change the belief
levels associated with those assumptions.

The second indirect way to affect the results is to add entirely new possible kinds
of evidence, or conclusions. Similarly, etxisting data items or conclusions can be
deleted. This capability affects the results since any new data items or conclusions will
impact the 7onstruction and evaluation of explanations.

All new entries and changes made by users are supported by straightforward inter-
actions with the computer'. The users are asked to answer relevant textual questions
either by clicking on multiple choice answers or by typing text of their own. They do
not need to understand SABER's internal representation schemes or be able to do any
programming.

EXPLANATIONS TO THE USER

One of the reasons for exploring the EBR approach has been to try to obtain
leverage from the internal generation of explanations in terms of the tool's ability to
explain its reasoning to the user. This explanatory capability is evidenced at one level
by the way that the internal explanations can be displayed to users. Thus, the internal
structure of the explanations can be expanded into a textual and graphical representa-
tion giving the user a compact description of the explanations of strength, the confi-
dence level associated with the most plausible explanation, all existing data, and a list
of supports for each possible conclusion. The user can also see lists of assumptions
that affect the evaluaticn of contradictor,, data.

At a higher level SABER is also able to give limited explanations of how it evalu-
ated the possitle. explaiations Here, SABER invokes a separate explanation module
which analyes for the user how the various pieces of data in the current situation
have been weighted to reach the current conclusion. This explanation includes the
ability to give an indication of which data items may have changed in response to the
user changes.
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EXAMPLE

To make the above discussion more concrete, assume that SABER is set up to han-
dle the data items and conclusions shown in figure 4. The data items are grouped to
point and indicate the default conclusion. The decision problem in this case is to deter-
mine the probable intent of an aircraft that is of concern to the decision maker. The
results of this determination of aircraft intent will ultimately be either to launch an
attack, to take action to warn off the aircraft, to try to obtain further information, or to
do nothing.

EXAMPLE DATA: G ROUPEDTO SHOW DEFAULT
RELATIONSHIPS

CONMLUSIONS" hotile routine hostile thle.'t friendly corngnazrcial

DATA rfENS: eiM H no radar em F esm C
tdaor H no iff radarF radar C
visual H high siped visualF visual C
]FF H closing in known F air corridor C

steep descent IFF IFFC
speed C

H n hostife F = i endly C = comrcial

Figure 4. Example data that is grouped to show default relationships.

Next, assume that data items appear in discrete time steps, T1 through T5, in the
following order' commercial air corridor, commercial speed, commercial IFF, closing
in, steep descent. It is assumed that as these items enter the system, there is no other
information available.

SABER's analysis at time T1 is shown in figure 5. The basic conclusion is that
there is a slight preference for concluding that the aircraft poses a hostile threat. The
underlying analysis is that the absence of expected data, such as, IFF and radar are
important factors that push toward the hostile threat conclusion. The only contrary
evidence, the commercial air path factor, is easily explained away by supposing that a
hostile threat aircraft could use such paths as a subterfuge. This analysis shows the
use of negative data items by SABER through which the tool can do some analysis
based on the lack of some kinds of information (missing data items). It is thus, the
absence of some kinds of data can be used in constructing an analysis of a given
situation. It is also shown that the tool will reach some cGnclusion even when there is
very little data to gc or•.
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Ordered conclusions: hosile threat, commercial, hostile routine, friendly

Confidence: possible

EXPLANATIONS

hostile threat 1 commercial 2.
DIRECT nolFF
SUPPORT: no radar DIRECT

SUPPORT.

AS SUMPIIONS:
About air path C: ASSUMPTIONS:

hostile aircrft is imitating C About no IFF:

hostile is off course iff malfunctioning

About no radex:
radar mal mctioning

hostile routine 3. le ndly 4.
DIRECT none
SUPPORT: DIRECT none

SUPPORT:

ASSUMPTIONS:
About air path C: ASSuM ptION :

hostile aircraft iz iniwingC About airCpah C:
AboutnoFF: iendly is off courm

AAbout no 1FF:
hostile only testing our response Aboutno1FF:

About noradar. iff malfunctioning

hostile only testing our response About no radar:
mdai malfunctioning

Figure 5. Analysis at time T1.

The analysis at time T3 is shown in figure 6. The conclusion here is that the air-
craft is commercial and is receiving a stronger preference. Basically, the analysis is
now favoring the explanation that most completely accounts for the available data, in
that, there are three pieces of data directly suggesting a commercial aircraft and only
one points to a hostile threat.
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Ordered conclusions: commercial, hostile threat, hostile routine, friendly

Confidence: possible

EXPLANATIONS

commercial 1. hostile threat 2.

DIRECT air path C DIRECT"
SUPPORT: speed C SUPPORT: no radar

IFF C
ASSUMPTIONS:

ASSUMPTIONS: About air path C:

About no radar: hostile aircraft is imitating C

radar malfunctioning hostile is off course
About speed C

hostile aircraft is imitating C

About IFF C
hostile aircraft is imitating C

hostile rov+;ne 3. friendly 4.

DIRECT none DIREC'T
SUPPORT: SUPPORT: none

ASSUMPTIONS: ASSUMPTIONS:

About air path C: About air path C:

hostUe aircraft is imitating C friendly is off course

About no radar: About no radar:

hostile only testing our response radar malfunctioning

About speed C About speed C
friendly training maneuverhostile training maneuver About 1FF C

About IFF C
hostile training maneuver friendly training maneuver

Figure 6. Analysis at time T3.

The analysis at time T5 is shown in figure 7. At this point in time, there are strong
indicators that the aircraft is a hostile threat, and SABER's analysis points to that con-
clusion. The fact that an aircraft is closing in with a steep descent is taken to be much
more significant than the other data items. That emphasis on the significance of those
items may result from an initial weight assignment, or from a user directing the tool to
reach this conclusion based on these items.
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Ordered conclusions: hostile threat, hostile routine, commercial, friendly

Conrde;' -e: possible

EXPLANATIONS

hostile hreat bostil e routine 2.
DIRBCT no radar DIRECT none
SUPPOR1T closing in SUPPOPI:

steep descent ASSUMPTIONS:
About air path C:

ASSUMPTIONS- hostile aircraft is iTni taring C
About air path C: About no radar:

hostile aircraft is imitating C hostile only testing our response

hostile is off course About speed C
hostile trainirg marmtver

About sp eed C About IFF C
hostile aircraft is imitating C hostile training marvuver

About IFF C Aboutclosingin:
hostile aircraft is imitating C hostile testing our response

About steep descent:
hostile testing our response

commerclal 3. DIRECT' Iendly 4.

DIRECT air path C SUPPORT, none

SUPPORT speed C
11F C ASSUMPI'IONS:

About air patl C:
ASSUMPTIONS: frieally is off course

About no radar: About no radar-
radar malfunctioning radar malfunctioning

About closing in: About speed C

C is off course friendly training maneuver
About WF C

About steep descent: fiendly training maneuver

C is in distress About closing in:
friendly off course

About steep descent:
fzicdlUy training maneuver

Figure 7. Analysis at time T5.

DISCUSSION

The SABER tool uses the EBR technique to model one strategy believed to be used
by people in decision making. However, the SABER approach is not limited strictly to

following the human model. Thus, SABER will examine explanations that can justify

all of the possible conclusions, whereas people generally appear to consider only a few
of the most likely seeming explanations. By analyzing all of the predefined conclusions,
SABER avoids the problem of missing ways of explaining data, and it exploits the

ability of the computer to construct the necessary explanations quickly. By presenting
all possible explanations to the user, SABLR will help overlook some of the
explanations and thereby overcome some possible biasing problems. Of course, a
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limitation exists because SABER can only be used effectively in situations where there
are a fixed number of known possible conclusions.

Even though SABER constructs explanations to support each possible conclusion, it
is able to do so in linear time unlike the typical formal approach methods. The method
of building up explanations to account for several pieces of data simply draws out the
partial explanation from each piece of data that points to each possible conclusion, and
combines those pieces. The weighting of each of the composite explanations is done
when those pieces are combined so that the overall evaluation is done in linear time
based on the number of pieces of data (figure 3).

Ease of use in training SABER to reach correct conclusions is promoted by the
method of asking users to indicate how complete situations should be decided. The
users do not deal at any point with specific weights for any data, or parts of data.
When users are entering entirely new data, they are asked to indicate weights by
means of the use of fuzzy terms rather than by supplying numeric values. Thus, the
only expertise looked for in the user is related to the user's own knowledge of the
decision-making scenario, not any knowledge of mathematical or computer theory. In
addition, ease of use is being promoted by resisting addition of new features. Thus, we
are continuing to find that some kinds of added functionality are needed, but our
approach is to carefully weigh the added benefit of a new feature versus its cost in
added user difficulties. It appears that too many computer tools start out as genuinely
easy to use, but are then over-improved to the point that experts are needed just to use
the tool correctly.

The overall use of SABER is dependent on the actual time constraints existing at
any given time. At the most immediate level, the tool can always display the ordered
conclusions and confidence levels. When more time is available, additional information
can be obtained about underlying assumptions. The assumptions can then be manipu-
lated to allow the user to determine what changes in the situation might lead to new
preferred conclusions. Training and the entry of new data can be done in response to
problems noted during actual use of the tool, but these actions are expected to take
place at times when the tool is not in active use.

The question remains as to whether SABER can be shown to improve human per-
formance. Improvement is looked for in SABER's ability to handle more information at
once and will not be subject to human biases. It is also thought that by modeling a
strategy that is intuitively familiar to users, the tool will be more readiiy understood
and accepted by the users. The user will have the capability to modify the knowledge
base to use his own terminology and to reflect changing circumstances. This should
result in an improved ability to use the tool more easily and to better judge the quality
of he tool's output. While work on exact interfaces is still in progress, we think the
tool will assist users in keeping track of contradictory data to be more accurate in
forming their own explanations of events. It needs to be demonstrated, however, that
humans will benefit from using a tool like SABER. It is planned that SABER will be
tested in real world Navy scenarios by using a simulation facility that can reproduce
such scenarios in a laboratory setting.
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CONCLUSION

The ability of SABER users to easily revise the knowledge base is seen as an
advance in this kind of tool. That ability acts as an adjunct to the capability to train
the tool and as a way of postponing obsolescence.

The capability to train the tool and revise the knowledge base is also seen as
important factors in increasing user confidence in the tool. It is expected that users
who have actively engaged in training the tool will have reason to be confident in the
tool's analysis, and at the same time will have an appreciation for the limitations of
that analysis. Confidence is further enhanced through the two-level explanation
capability.

To some extent, these training features will lead to the tool being tailored to the
individual abilities and built-in biases of the individual users. We think, however, that
result is desirable as long as the user is actually an expert in the decision-making area.
Thus, the point of trying to support naturalistic decision making is to help users do a
better job of using their own decision-making strategies. It can only be expected that
the tool would have to be somewhat individualized to accomplish that goal.

In general, we believe that human decision making can be improved through the
use of tools like SABER, where the emphasis is on modeling the strategies actually
used by people as a means of being able to directly influence when and how such
strategies are used. We also believe that usability, and especially modifiability, by
people who are not computer experts is extremely critical. If the actual users are able
to have a direct impact on the results generated by the tool, they have a full apprecia-
tion for the tool's capabilities and only that kind of understanding can lead to success-
ful use of the tool.

In summary, the SABER tool is being developed as part of an approach to improv-
ing human decision-making in time-constrained situations. The tool offers benefits
directly related to the fact that the tool models one of the strategies of decision-making
believed to be used by people. This approach should result in the tool being more
easily understood and therefore more easily used and modified. The approach also
lends itself to an ability to present information in a way that will be useful in over-
coming possible cognitive biases. Thus, alternative explanations are always available
and can be presented to users, along with underlying assumptions, in ways that can
positively influence the decision making process.
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